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Abstract
In this paper, we will extend a semiframe to a more general notion ‘quasiframe’ and discuss
a recursive construction for a quasiframe with cyclic property. Furthermore, as an application
of a cyclic quasiframe, another recursive construction for a cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner
2-design will be provided, which cannot be supplied by a recursive construction previously shown
by Genma et al. J. Combin. Des. 5 (1997) 177{187. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let us begin with a denition of a group divisible design. Suppose that V is a set of
v=mn points, G is a partition of V into m groups of size n each and B is a collection
of k-subsets (called blocks) of V . Then the triple (V;G;B) is called a uniform group
divisible design, if it satises the following properties:
(1) for each group G 2 G and each B 2 B; jG \ Bj61;
(2) any pair of points from distinct groups occurs in exactly  blocks.
In this paper, a uniform group divisible design is simply called a group divisible
design (GDD), denoted by (k; )-GDD of type nm. It is easy to verify that if
there exists a (k; )-GDD of type nm, then the following condition holds (see, for
example [14]).
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Lemma 1.1. The necessary condition for the existence of a (k; )-GDD of type nm is
that
m>k; (m− 1)n  0mod (k − 1) and m(m− 1)n2  0mod k(k − 1):
If n=1 and m=v, a (k; )-GDD of type nm is a BIB design (or 2-design), B(v; k; ),
and then Lemma 1.1 becomes the well-known necessary condition for the existence of
a B(v; k; ). A BIB design with = 1 is, in particular, called a Steiner 2-design.
An automorphism  of a group divisible design (V;G;B) is a permutation on the
point-set V leaving the respective collections, B of blocks and G of groups, invariant.
That is, B= fb1 ; : : : ; bkg 2 B for any B= fb1; : : : ; bkg 2 B and G= fg1 ; : : : ; gng 2 G
for any G= fg1; : : : ; gng 2 G. If there is an automorphism of order v, then the GDD is
said to be cyclic and the point-set V can be identied with Zv, i.e. the residue group of
integers modulo v. In this case, the automorphism is represented by  : i 7! i+1mod v.
A block orbit of B is dened by a set of distinct blocks
B
i
= B+ i = fb1 + i; : : : ; bk + imod vg for i 2 Zv:
The length of a block orbit is its cardinality; in other words, the minimum positive
integer t such that B+ t = B for an arbitrary block B in the block orbit. A block orbit
of length v is said to be full, otherwise short. A block chosen arbitrarily from a block
orbit O is called a base block of O. Any cyclic GDD is generated from base blocks.
It was proved by Mukerjee et al. [11] that if a (k; )-GDD of type nm is cyclic, then
any group of G is the subgroup
mZn = f0; m; 2m; : : : ; (n− 1)mg
of Zmn(=Zv) or its coset.
Let (V;G;B) be a GDD. For a subclass B0B and for a subset H V , if the union
fB jB 2 B0g[fHg is a partition of V , then B0 is called a holey resolution class (or, a
partial parallel class) with respect to H and H is called a hole. Especially when H=;,
B0 is simply called a resolution class (or a parallel class). Let H be a collection of
holes of size h each. If B can be represented as a disjoint union B = P _[Q, where
P is a family of holey resolution classes with respect to holes H 2 H and Q is
a family of resolution classes, then the GDD (V;G;B) is called a quasiframe by a
quadruple (V;G;H;B). To describe its structure more explicitly, s.t. jQj= q, jHj= r
and d = (d0; d1; : : : ; dr−1), where di is the number of holey resolution classes with
respect to a hole Hi 2H, we denote such a quasiframe by (k; )-QF(q; d ; nm; hr). It is
trivial that h is divisible by k.
A quasiframe with H = G becomes a semiframe. The notion of a semiframe was
initially introduced by Rees [12]. In a semiframe, the number of holey resolution classes
with respect to any group G 2 G is a constant, say, d, which does not depend on the
choice of a group G (see Kageyama and Miao [6]). Conforming to [6], we denote
a semiframe by (k; )-SF(q; d; nm). The following condition was proved by Kageyama
and Miao [6].
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Lemma 1.2. Let s be the residue of n modulo k − 1. The necessary condition for the
existence of a (k; )-SF(q; d; nm) is that
n  0mod k; s(m− 1)  0mod (k − 1);
q  s(m− 1)
k − 1 mod (m− 1) and d=
n
k − 1 −
q
m− 1 :
In a semiframe, if Q= ;, then such a semiframe is called a frame. In a quasiframe,
if P = ;, it is a resolvable GDD and furthermore, if n = 1, it is a resolvable BIB
design. Frames and resolvable designs had been studied extensively in the monograph
[2]. In the case when k=3 and =1, Stinson [13] surveyed results on resolvable BIB
designs (called Kirkman triple systems in this case) and their generalizations including
semiframes, frames and resolvable GDD.
A quasiframe (V;G;H;B) is said to be cyclic with respect to an automorphism
 : i 7! i+ 1mod v if  preserves a family P of holey resolution classes and a family
Q of resolution classes besides B and G. That is, P 2 P for any holey resolution
class P 2 P and Q 2 Q for any resolution class Q 2 Q. In this case, it is evident
that H 2H also holds for any hole H 2H and then d0 = d1 =   = dr−1. A holey
resolution orbit of a holey resolution class P is dened by fP + y jy 2 Zvg. The
length of a holey resolution orbit is its cardinality. A holey resolution class chosen
arbitrarily from a holey resolution orbit is called a base holey resolution class of the
holey resolution orbit. A resolution orbit and a base resolution class of a resolution
orbit are dened similarly.
A cyclic quasiframe with P = ; is called a cyclically resolvable, cyclic GDD and
in addition, if n = 1, it is called a cyclically resolvable cyclic BIB (CRCB) design
denoted by CRCB(v; k; ). Especially, when =1, a CRCB design is called a cyclically
resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-design. In this paper, only the case when  = 1 will be
discussed. There is an interesting relation between a cyclic quasiframe with = 1 and
a cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-design.
It is known that a CRCB(v; k; 1) consists of full block orbits and a single short block
orbit
v
k
Zk =

0;
v
k
;
2v
k
; : : : ;
(k − 1)v
k

called a regular short block orbit, and that a necessary condition for the existence of
a CRCB(v; k; 1) is v  k mod k(k − 1). The resulting design being removed the regular
short block orbit from a CRCB(v; k; 1) is regarded as a cyclic quasiframe with n = k
and m = v=k. In this case, G = fG + imod v j i 2 Zmg is the set of groups, where
G = (v=k)Zk .
Here, look at two examples of cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-designs.
Example 1. A CRCB(21; 3; 1). There are four block orbits which are partitioned with
rectangles. We can choose their base blocks arbitraliry, say, f1; 4; 16g; f19; 20; 3g and
f1; 11; 9g for full block orbits, and f0; 7; 14g for a regular short block orbit. There are
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Fig. 1. An illustration of a CRCB(21; 3; 1).
two resolution orbits of length 7 and 3 in the design. Without loss of generality, the
rst and the eighth rows of Fig. 1 may be regarded as the base resolution classes of
the resolution orbits of length 7 and 3, respectively.
By removing the regular short block orbit from the CRCB(21; 3; 1), a cyclic (3; 1)-
SF(3; 1; 37) is obtained. The resulting semiframe has three resolution classes, and seven
holey resolution classes with respect to holes H0 = f0; 7; 14g; H1 = f1; 8; 15g; : : : ; H6 =
f6; 13; 20g. In this case, the holes is the groups of the design and they form the regular
short block orbit of a CRCB(21; 3; 1).
Example 2. A CRCB (105,3,1) Only base blocks of the block orbits are given in
Fig. 2. Each rectangle indicates a block orbit. The notation xy in a rectangle means
the size of an array which a block orbit ts in, e.g. the full block orbit developed from
a base block f1; 16; 46g is arranged in a 715 array. It diers from Example 1 in that
the regular short block orbit developed from a base block f0; 35; 70g is bent 5 times
to t in a 7  5 array. There are precisely six resolution orbits, each of which is of
length 7, 21, 15 or 3.
It is easy to see that a cyclic (3; 1)-QF(45; 17; 335; 157) can be obtained by removing
the regular short block orbit from this CRCB(105; 3; 1), where 17 is a 7-dimensional
all-one vector. The resulting quasiframe has 45 resolution classes and seven holey
resolution classes. In this case, the groups coincide with the blocks in the regular short
block orbit and the holes are the respective unions of every 7-apart blocks of the
regular short block orbit. That is, for a group G0 = f0; 35; 70g, G= fG0 + imod 105 j
i = 0; 1; : : : ; 34g is the set of groups and for a hole
H0 = G0 [ G7 [ G14 [ G21 [ G28 = f0; 7; 14; : : : ; 98g;
H=fH0 + imod 105 j i=0; 1; : : : ; 6g is the collection of holes of the cyclic quasiframe.
In Section 3, some recursive constructions for cyclic quasiframes with  = 1 will
be presented and, furthermore, a recursive construction for cyclically resolvable cyclic
Steiner 2-designs will be given in Section 4 as an application of the results of Section 3.
For that purpose, we need some preliminaries.
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Fig. 2. An illustration of a CRCB(105; 3; 1).
2. Preliminaries
It is obvious that the underlying design of a cyclic quasiframe is a cyclic GDD.
In this section, we will show some recursive constructions for cyclic GDD with some
additional properties by using ‘dierence matrices’. The use of dierence matrices is a
well-known technique for expanding a design to a larger one.
A dierence matrix DM(w; t; ) is dened to be a t  w matrix  = (ij) whose
entries belong to Zw such that among the dierences of the corresponding entries of
any two rows, each element of Zw occurs exactly  times. Note that the property
of the dierence matrix is preserved even if one adds a constant to any columns or
any rows. Thus, without loss of generality, it may be assumed that 0j = i0 = 0 for
any i and j. Then every row contains each element of Zw exactly  times except
for the 0th row. Such a dierence matrix is said to be normalized and hereafter only
normalized dierence matrices are assumed without any specications. A dierence
matrix is also referred to as a ‘row dierence scheme’ in Jimbo and Kuriki [5].
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Colbourn and Colbourn [1] showed the following construction for a dierence matrix
with = 1.
Lemma 2.1. Let w and t be positive integers such that w is relatively prime to (t−1)!.
Let ij = ijmodw for i = 0; 1; : : : ; t − 1 and j = 0; 1; : : : ; w − 1. Then  = (ij) is a
DM(w; t; 1). In particular; if w is a prime; then there exists a DM(w; t; 1) for any
integer t (6w).
Although the following lemma is well-known (see, for example, the proof of
Theorem 3:5 in Jimbo [4]), we will put the proof briey for subsequent constructions.
Lemma 2.2. The existence of a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type nm without any short
block orbit and a DM(w; k + 1; 1) implies the existence of a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of
type (nw)m.
Proof. For each base block Bi of the ‘seed’ cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type nm, where i 2 I ,
take w base blocks as follows:
B(t)i = fbis + stvmod vw j s= 1; 2; : : : ; kg for t 2 Zw; (2.1)
where v = mn and st is the (s; t)-entry of a DM(w; k + 1; 1). Moreover, let B =
fbs− bt j s 6= t=1; : : : ; kg be a set of dierences arising from a block B= fb1; : : : ; bkg.
Suppose that fBi j i 2 Ig is a set of all base blocks for full block orbits of the seed
GDD. Then it is easy to show that[
i2I
Bi = ZvnmZn; (2.2)
and thus[
i2I
[
t2Zw
B(t)i = ZvwnmZnw: (2.3)
Hence the theorem is proved.
Lemma 2.3. If there are a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type nm with a holey re-
solution orbit of length ` but no short block orbit; and a DM(w; k +1; 1); then there
exists a (k; 1)-GDD of type (nw)m containing w holey resolution orbits of length
` each.
Proof. Since a holey resolution orbit of length ` consists of some full block orbits in
a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type nm, there is an integer a such that a= mn=`. Let P be a
holey resolution orbit of length ` developed from a base holey resolution class
P = fBi + `jmod v j i 2 I(P); j 2 Zag; (2.4)
where v=mn and fBi j i 2 I(P)g is a set of base blocks for full block orbits contained
in P. Furthermore, let h be the size of a hole with respect to the base holey resolution
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class P and let  = jI(P)j. Then,  = (v − h)=(ka) holds, which implies that P is a
partition of v− h (=ka) distinct points of Zv.
The existence of a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type (nw)m is assured by Lemma 2.2. Take
 blocks B(t)i for i 2 I(P) each of which is obtained in a manner similar to (2.1),
where t 2 Zw. In the second place, set a class P(t) as follows:
P(t) = fB(t)i + `j0mod vw j i 2 I(P); j0 2 Zawg for t 2 Zw: (2.5)
To show that P(t) is a base holey resolution class of a holey resolution orbit of length
` in the cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type (nw)m, we have only to prove that P(t) consists of
precisely kaw distinct points of Zvw. Since it follows from the construction (2.1) of
B(t)i that
S
i2I(P)(B
(t)
i mod `) is a partition of k distinct points of Z` for any t 2 Zw,
i.e. 
[
i2I(P)
(B(t)i mod `)
= k;
it is easy to see that P(t) is a partition of (v− h)w (=kaw) distinct points of Zvw for
any t 2 Zw, which completes the proof.
Lemma 2.4. In addition to the assumption of Lemma 2:3; assume that mn=` is rela-
tively prime to w. Then there exists a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type (nw)m with a holey
resolution orbit of length `w.
Proof. By an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2.3, we can obtain w blocks
B(t)i for t 2 Zw from each block Bi in a holey resolution class P of (2.4). In this proof,
however, a class, which is eventually a base holey resolution class, is taken dierently
from (2.5) such that
P = fB(t)i + `wjmod vw j i 2 I(P); t 2 Zw; j 2 Zag;
where v= mn and a= v=` is an integer. Note that
[
i2I(P)
[
t2Zw
B(t)i =
[
i2I(P)
[
t2Zw
k[
s=1
fbis + stvmod vwg
=
[
i2I(P)
[
t2Zw
(Bi + vtmod vw)
holds for each base block Bi = fbi1; : : : ; bikg. Then,
[
i2I(P)
[
t2Zw
(B(t)i mod `w)
= kw
follows from the assumption that gcd(a; w) = 1 and the fact that P taken modulo
` is a partition of k distinct points of Z`. Thus P is a partition of kaw distinct
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points of Zvw, which implies that P can be regarded as a base holey resolution class of
a holey resolution orbit of length `w in the resulting cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type
(nw)m.
Remark. In both of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, the size of a hole corresponding to the holey
resolution class P(t) (or P) of the resulting cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type (nw)m is hw,
where h is the size of a hole corresponding to the holey resolution class P of the seed
GDD. Obviously, if the hole corresponding to P is null, that is, if P is a resolution
class, then each of P(t) and P is also a resolution class.
3. Recursive constructions for cyclic quasiframes
Now, we can show recursive constructions for cyclic quasiframes. The following is
a direct consequence of Lemma 2.3.
Theorem 3.1. Assume the existence of (i) a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(q; d1r; nm; hr) without
any short block orbit; where 1r is the r-dimensional all-one vector; and (ii) a
DM(w; k + 1; 1). Then there exists a cyclic (k; 1)-QF (qw; dw1r; (nw)m; (hw)r). In
this case; there are w holey resolution orbits (or; w resolution orbits) of length ` in the
resulting quasiframe for each length ` of holey resolution orbits (or; resolution orbits)
in the seed quasiframe of (i).
Similarly, Lemma 2.4 enables us to state the following.
Theorem 3.2. Under the same assumption as in Theorem (3:1); if the seed quasi-
frame of (i) contains a holey resolution orbit (or; a resolution orbit) of length ` such
that gcd(mn=`; w) = 1; then the resulting design; a cyclic (k; 1)-QF (qw; dw1r;
(nw)m; (hw)r); is allowed to have a holey resolution orbit (or; a resolution orbit) of
length `w.
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 can be restated as recursive constructions for cyclic
semiframes.
Corollary 3.3. If there are (i) a cyclic (k; 1)-SF(q; d; nm) without any short block
orbit and (ii) a DM(w; k + 1; 1); then there exists a cyclic (k; 1)-SF(qw; dw;
(nw)m). In this case; there are w holey resolution orbits (or; w resolution orbits)
of length ` in the resulting semiframe for each length ` of holey resolution orbits
(or; resolution orbits) in the seed semiframe of (i).
Corollary 3.4. Assume the existence of (i) and (ii) as given in Corollary 3:3. If
the seed semiframe of (i) contains a holey resolution orbit (or; a resolution orbit)
of length ` such that gcd(mn=`; w) = 1; then the resulting design; a cyclic (k; 1)-
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SF(qw; dw; (nw)m) is allowed to have a holey resolution orbit (or; a resolution orbit)
of length `w.
Here are two examples with respect to Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4.
Example 3. Consider (i) the resulting design obtained by removing a regular short
block orbit from a CRCB(21,3,1) of Example 1, i.e. a cyclic (3; 1)-SF(3; 1; 37) and
(ii) a DM(5; 4; 1) such that
=
0
BB@
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4
0 2 4 1 3
0 3 1 4 2
1
CCA :
Corollary 3.3 with parameters k = 3; q= 3; d= 1; m= 7; n= 3 and w = 5 can show
a cyclic (3; 1)-SF(15; 5; 157) consisting of ve holey resolution orbits of length 7 and
ve resolution orbits of length 3. The cyclic (3; 1)-SF(15; 5; 157) are generated from
the following base blocks. These are derived from the base blocks of the seed design
of (i) through (2.1) with the dierence matrix of (ii):
B(t) t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 t = 3 t = 4
f1; 4; 16g(t) : f1; 4; 16g f22; 46; 79g f43; 88; 37g f64; 25; 100g f85; 67; 58g
f19; 20; 3g(t) : f19; 20; 3g f40; 62; 66g f61; 104; 24g f82; 41; 87g f103; 83; 45g
f1; 11; 9g(t) : f1; 11; 9g f22; 53; 72g f43; 95; 30g f64; 32; 93g f85; 74; 51g
Base holey resolution classes of the ve holey resolution orbits of length 7 and base
resolution classes of the ve resolution orbits of length 3 are represented by
7 : [f1; 4; 16g; f19; 20; 3g]; 7 : [f22; 46; 79g; f40; 62; 66g];
7 : [f43; 88; 37g; f61; 104; 24g];
7 : [f64; 25; 100g; f82; 41; 87g]; 7 : [f85; 67; 58g; f103; 83; 45g];
3 : [f1; 11; 9g]; 3 : [f22; 53; 72g]; 3 : [f43; 95; 30g];
3 : [f64; 32; 93g]; 3 : [f85; 74; 51g];
respectively, where a base holey resolution class of a holey resolution orbit of length
` (or, a base resolution class of a resolution orbit of length `) is denoted by ` :
[B1; B2; : : :] with base blocks B1; B2; : : : for full block orbits contained in the holey
resolution orbit (or, the resolution orbit). Thus, each full block orbit in a holey res-
olution orbit (or, a resolution orbit) of length ` is bent v=` times to t into an
`  (v=`) array. The structure of this design is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this case,
f0; 7; 14; 21; 28; 35; 42; 49; 56; 63; 70; 77; 84; 91; 98g(=mZnw) is one of groups (or, holes)
of this design.
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Fig. 3. A structure of a cyclic (3; 1)-SF(15; 5; 157):
Example 4. Consider again the cyclic (3; 1)-SF(3; 1; 37) of (i) and the DM(5; 4; 1)
of (ii) given in Example 3. This time, however, by utilizing Corollary 3.4 we will
produce a cyclic (3; 1)-SF(15; 5; 157) with a dierent inner structure from the semiframe
constructed in Example 3. This can be done since gcd(21=7; 5) = 1.
Fig. 4 shows the structure of the design. The cyclic (3; 1)-SF(15; 5; 157) has a single
holey resolution orbit and its length is 35. In this case, groups (or, holes) are the same
as those given in Example 3. The holey resolution orbit is developed from a base holey
resolution class
35: [f1; 4; 16g; f22; 46; 79g; f43; 88; 37g; f64; 25; 100g; f85; 67; 58g;
f19; 20; 3g; f40; 62; 66g; f61; 104; 24g; f82; 41; 87g; f103; 83; 45g]:
The remaining blocks generate the ve resolution orbits of length 3 shown in Exam-
ple 3. Note that it is possible for all the remaining blocks to belong to an identical
resolution orbit of length 15 since gcd(21=3; 5) = 1.
For further discussion, let us observe some characterisitic properties of a cyclic
quasiframe with special parameters.
Lemma 3.5. In a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(q; 1v; kuv; (ku)v),
(P1) there is no short block orbit;
(P2) uv  1mod (k − 1); v  1mod k and q= fkv(u− 1) + v− 1g=(k − 1);
(P3) there is a single holey resolution orbit and its length is v;
(P4) the length of each resolution orbit is divisible by k.
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Fig. 4. Another structure of a cyclic (3; 1)-SF(15; 5; 157).
Proof. (P1) If there is a short block orbit in a cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type kuv, then
such a short block orbit should be a regular short block orbit developed from a base
block f0; uv; 2uv; : : : ; (k−1)uvg. It is easy to see that the development of f0; uv; 2uv; : : : ;
(k − 1)uvg is just a set of groups of the cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type kuv. Thus there is
no short block orbit in a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(q; 1v; kuv; (ku)v).
(P2) Since the underlying design of a quasiframe is a GDD, Lemma 1.1 is a neces-
sary condition for the existence of a cyclic quasiframe. Therefore, uv  1mod (k − 1)
is easily proved. Taking account of the property (P1), we can show that there are
(v − 1)=k full block orbits in the holey resolution classes of the cyclic quasiframe.
Thus v  1mod k must hold. The number of blocks in a (k; 1)-GDD of type kuv is
fkuvq + kuv(v − 1)g=k and that in a (k; 1)-QF(q; 1v; kuv; (ku)v) can be represented by
fuv(uv− 1)k2g=fk(k − 1)g. Hence q= fkv(u− 1) + v− 1g=(k − 1) holds.
(P3) The property (P3) readily follows from the parameters of the given quasiframe.
(P4) Assume that there is a resolution orbit of length ` in the given quasiframe.
Since any resolution orbit in this design consists of full block orbits, kuvj`uv holds,
which is reduced to kj`.
Remark. It is easy to see that if u = 1, Lemma 3.5 is for a cyclic (k; 1)-SF(q; 1; kv)
and in that case, we can describe (P2) as v  1mod k(k − 1) and q= (v− 1)=(k − 1).
Another type of cyclic quasiframes can be provided by using Theorem 3.2 with a
cyclic quasiframe and a cyclic semiframe each of which has special parameters as in
Lemma 3.5.
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Theorem 3.6. Let u be relatively prime to w. If there are
(i) a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(q; 1v; kuv; (ku)v); where q= fkv(u− 1) + v− 1g=(k − 1);
(ii) a DM(w; k + 1; 1) and
(iii) a cyclic (k; 1)-SF(; 1; kw) such that any length of resolution orbits is relatively
prime to uv; where  = (w − 1)=(k − 1);
then there exists a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(qw + ; 1vw; kuvw; (ku)vw).
Proof. It follows from the property (P3) of Lemma 3.5 that every holey resolution
orbit in the seed quasiframe of (i) belongs to an identical holey resolution orbit of
length v. Since gcd(u; w) = 1 is assumed and the existence of the dierence matrix
of (ii) implies gcd(k; w) = 1, the assumption gcd(kuv=v; w) = 1 of Theorem 3.2 holds.
Then apply the quasiframe of (i) and the dierence matrix of (ii) to Theorem 3.2 and
let (Zkuvw;G;H;B) be the resulting quasiframe, i.e. a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(qw; w1v; (kw)uv;
(kuw)v). Thus, the collection of blocks B is partitioned into vw holey resolution classes
and qw resolution classes. Furthermore, each group of G is the subgroup uvZkw of
Zkuvw or its coset. It is easy to see that every holey resolution class in the cyclic
quasiframe (Zkuvw;G;H;B) belong to an identical holey resolution orbit of length vw.
Here, let P0 be a base holey resolution class of the holey resolution orbit of length vw
such that vZkuw is assigned as its corresponding hole.
On the other hand, let (Zkw;G0;A0) be the semiframe (iii) and let fA0i j i 2 Ig be a
collection of its base blocks. By noting the property (P3) of Lemma 3.5, we assume
that P0 = fP00; P01; : : : ; P0w−1g is a holey resolution orbit, i.e. P0r = P00 + rmod kw for
r = 0; 1; : : : ; w − 1. Then P00 can be represented by
P00 = fA0i + xwmod kw j i 2 I(P0); x 2 Zkg; (3.1)
where fA0i j i 2 I(P0)g is a collection of base blocks for full block orbits in P0. It is
obvious that jI(P0)j = (w − 1)=k. Furthermore, let Q0`1 ;Q0`2 ; : : : be resolution orbits of
length ` and let
Q0`j0 = fA0i + y`mod kw j i 2 I(Q0`j);y 2 Zkw=`g
be a base resolution class of a resolution orbit Q0`j , where fA0i j i 2 I(Q0`j)g is a collection
of base blocks for full block orbits in Q0`j . Then Q
0
`jr=Q
0
`j0 + rmod kw for r=0; 1; : : : ;
` − 1. Evidently, I = I(P0) [ (S`Sj I(Q0`j)).
Recall that in a semiframe, a hole is a group of G. Let G00 be a hole corresponding to
the base holey resolution class P00 of (3.1). Without loss of generality, we may assume
here that G00=wZk . As a multiplication of uv and each base block A0i=fai1; ai2; : : : ; aikg,
take
Ai = uvA0i = fuvai1; uvai2; : : : ; uvaikg: (3.2)
It follows from (2.2) that
S
i2I A
0
i = ZkwnwZk . Accordingly,[
i2I
Ai = uv
[
i2I
A0i = uvZkwnuvwZk : (3.3)
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Now, consider the following collection of blocks:
A= fAi + zmod kuvw j i 2 I ; z 2 Zkuvwg
and further let B = B [ A, where B is the collection of blocks for the cyclic
(k; 1)-QF(qw + ; 1vw; kuvw; (ku)vw), (Zkuvw;G;H;B), derived in the beginning of the
present proof. It follows from (2.3) that the dierences arising from all the blocks in
B of the quasiframe (Zkuvw;G;H;B) cover every point of ZkuvwnuvZkw exactly once.
Then this fact and (3.3) allow us to regard B as a collection of blocks of a cyclic
(k; 1)-GDD of type kuvw.
Here, let (Zkuvw;G;B) be the cyclic (k; 1)-GDD of type kuvw. In the remainder
of the proof, we will show that the collection B of blocks can be partitioned into a
holey resolution orbit and resolution orbits. Then the GDD (Zkuvw;G;B) would be
a cyclic quasiframe with a proper collection H of holes.
(I) For the blocks Ai (=uvA0i) of (3.2), dene a class P0 as follows:
P0 = fAi + xvwmod kuvw j i 2 I(P0); x 2 Zkug
and choose two distinct points in P0 arbitrarily, say, uvais + xvw and uvai′s′ + x0vw.
For the two points to coincide with each other,
u(ais − ai′s′) + w( x − x0)  0mod kuw (3.4)
must hold, which means that ais − ai′s′  0mod kw and x − x0  0mod ku hold
simultaneously because of the assumption that gcd(u; w) = 1. However, (3.1) implies
that
S
i2I(P′)(A
0
i modw) = Zwnf0g holds, that is, ais 6 ai′s′ modw, which contradicts
(3.4). Since the number of points in the class P0 is k2u  jI(P0)j = ku(w − 1), which
coincides with the number of points of vZkuwnvwZku, P0 surely contains every point of
vZkuwnvwZku exactly once. Therefore P0[ P0 can be a holey resolution class with a hole
vwZku, where P0 is the base resolution class in the cyclic quasiframe (Zkuvw;G;H;B).
Furthermore by dening
Pr = P

0 + r (mod kuvw);
we have a holey resolution orbit of length vw developed from P0 , where each holey
resolution class Pr has a hole H

r = vwZku + rmod kuvw for r = 0; 1; : : : ; vw− 1. Note
that the holes Hr are disjoint from each other.
(II) In a manner similar to the argument (I) above, let
Q
0
`j0 = fAi + y`mod kuvw j i 2 I(Q0`j); y 2 Zkuvw=`g;
where Ai is dened by (3.2). Since Q0`j is a resolution orbit of length ` and jI(Q0`j)j=
`=k, it follows that
S
i2I(Q′`j )
(A0i mod `) = Z`. This fact and the assumption that gcd
(uv; `) = 1 ensure that
S
i2I(Q′`j )
(Aimod `) = Z`. Thus every point of Zkuvw occurs
precisely once in Q
0
`j0, which implies that Q
0
`j0 can be a base resolution class of a
resolution orbit of length `. Consequently, it is proved that B(=B[A) is partitioned
into qw +  resolution classes which are partitioned into some resolution orbits, and
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vw holey resolution classes with respect to Hr , r=0; 1; : : : ; vw−1, all of which belong
to an identical holey resolution orbit of length vw.
When u = 1, we can show a result by Kageyama and Miao [6] as a corollary of
Theorem 3.6.
Corollary 3.7. If there are
(i) a cyclic (k; 1)-SF((v− 1)=(k − 1); 1; kv);
(ii) a DM(w; k + 1; 1) and
(iii) a cyclic (k; 1)-SF((w − 1)=(k − 1); 1; kw) such that any length of resolution
orbits is relatively prime to v;
then there exists a cyclic (k; 1)-SF((vw − 1)=(k − 1); 1; kvw).
In [6], we can nd a direct construction of a cyclic semiframe which will be ingre-
dients (i) and (iii) of Corollary 3.7.
4. A recursive construction for cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-designs
Cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-designs have some well-organized properties.
Especially, it should be pointed out that a design obtained by removing a regular short
block orbit from a cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-design is a cyclic quasiframe.
It is convenient to introduce rstly about the types of cyclically resolvable cyclic
Steiner 2-designs classied by Mishima and Jimbo [10]. According to the resulting
design (V;G;H;B) obtained by removing its regular short block orbit, a cyclically
resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-design is one of the following three types:
(T1) a cyclically resolvable GDD, i.e. H= ;,
(T2) a cyclic semiframe, i.e. G=H 6= ;, or
(T3) a cyclic quasiframe, i.e. G 6=H;G 6= ; and H 6= ;.
For the type (T3), if G=H is admitted, then the type (T3) involves the type (T2)
and ifH=; is admitted, then the type (T3) also involves the type (T1). Thus (T1) and
(T2) can be considered as special cases of the type (T3). To make clear the dierence
of the arrangement of a regular short block orbit in a design, the three types above are
distinguished from each other.
In this section, we will focus our attension on only two types (T2) and (T3), and
present a recursive construction for them.
Here, we will recall the necessary conditions proved by Mishima and Jimbo [10] for
the existence of cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-designs of types (T2) and (T3),
respectively.
Lemma 4.1. If there exists a CRCB(kuv; k; 1) of type (T3) such that its regular short
block orbit is arranged in a v u array; then uv  1mod (k − 1) and v  1mod k hold.
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When u = 1 in Lemma 4.1, the following necessary condition can be deduced for
the existence of a CRCB(v; 3; 1) of type (T2).
Lemma 4.2. If a CRCB(kv; k; 1) of type (T2) exists; then v  1mod k(k − 1) holds.
In fact, the property (P2) of Lemma 3.5 also conrms the necessary conditions of
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
We can nd in [10] a table of base blocks for CRCB(v; 3; 1) when v6150, which
provides some seed designs for the recursive construction given in this section. Fig. 1 is
a cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-design of type (T2) with the smallest parameter
in that table. As to type (T3), v = 63 is the smallest parameter for the existence of a
CRCB(v; 3; 1). The resolution orbits of a CRCB(63; 3; 1) of type (T3) are developed
from base resolution classes
7 : [f2; 11; 29g; f5; 17; 20g; f0; 21; 42g];
21 : [f0; 17; 23g; f3; 25; 36g; f13; 37; 50g; f14; 18; 19g; f1; 9; 11g;
f12; 31; 47g; f7; 27; 41g];
3 : [f0; 25; 32g]; (4.1)
where the slanted block f0; 21; 42g is a base block for a regular short block orbit.
The base resolution classes of (4.1) were obtained by use of computer in [10]. It is
remarked that a CRCB(63; 3; 1) of type (T2) does not exist. The second smallest design
of type (T3) is a CRCB(105; 3; 1) illustrated in Fig. 2, which has more general orbit
structure.
Now, we can establish a recursive construction for a cyclically resolvable cyclic
Steiner 2-design of type (T3), which cannot be handled by a resursive construction
previously given in [3]. The assertion of the following theorem is substantially the
same as that of Theorem 3.6. By adding a regular short block orbit to the resulting
quasiframe of Theorem 3.6, we can get a cyclically resolvable cyclic Steiner 2-design
of type (T3).
Theorem 4.3. Let u be relatively prime to w. If there are
(i) a CRCB(kuv; k; 1) of type (T3) such that its regular short block orbit is ar-
ranged in a v u array;
(ii) a DM(w; k + 1; 1) and
(iii) a CRCB(kw; k; 1) of type (T2) such that each length of resolution orbits without
any block from its regular short block orbit is relatively prime to uv;
then there exists a CRCB(kuvw; k; 1) of type (T3); in which its single regular short
block orbit is arranged in a vw  u array.
Proof. By removing the respective regular short block orbits from the designs (i) and
(iii), a cyclic (k; 1)-QF(q; 1v; kuv; (ku)v), where q= fkv(u− 1) + v− 1g=(k − 1), and a
cyclic (k; 1)-SF(; 1; kw), where = (w− 1)=(k − 1), are obtained. Since these designs
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and the DM(w; k + 1; 1) of (ii) can be the assumptions of Theorem 3.6, a cyclic
(k; 1)-QF(qw + ; 1vw; kuvw; (ku)vw) is derived.
It is readily checked that a set of groups of the resulting cyclic quasiframe is congru-
ent to a regular short block orbit developed from G0 =f0; uvw; 2uvw; : : : ; (k−1)uvwg=
uvwZk . In this case, a hole H0 is dened as a union of every vw-apart blocks of the
regular short block orbit such that
H0 =
u−1[
r=0
(G0 + rvw) = vwZku:
Hence, by embedding the regular short block orbit into a vw  u array for holes, we
obtain the desired design.
Example 5. A CRCB(441; 3; 1) of type (T3) is generated from the following base
resolution classes. The design can be obtained by applying (i) a CRCB(63; 3; 1), (ii) a
DM(7; 4; 1) and (iii) a CRCB(21; 3; 1) to Theorem 4.3. In this case, k=3, u=3, v=7
and w = 7. The reader can nd explicit base blocks for the design of (i) in (4.1) and
the design of (iii) in Example 1, respectively.
49 : [f2; 11; 29g; f23; 53; 92g; f44; 95; 155g; f65; 137; 71g; f86; 32; 134g;
f107; 74; 50g; f128; 116; 113g; f5; 17; 20g; f26; 59; 83g; f47; 101; 146g;
f68; 143; 62g; f89; 38; 125g; f110; 80; 41g; f131; 122; 104g; f21; 84; 336g;
f399; 420; 63g; f0; 147; 294g];
21 : [f0; 17; 23g; f3; 25; 36g; f13; 37; 50g; f14; 18; 19g; f1; 9; 11g; f12; 31; 47g;
f7; 27; 41g];
21 : [f21; 59; 86g; f24; 67; 99g; f34; 79; 113g; f35; 60; 82g; f22; 51; 74g;
f33; 73; 110g; f28; 69; 104g];
21 : [f42; 101; 149g; f45; 109; 162g; f55; 121; 176g; f56; 102; 145g; f43; 93; 137g;
f54; 115; 173g; f49; 111; 167g];
21 : [f63; 143; 65g; f66; 151; 78g; f76; 163; 92g; f77; 144; 61g; f64; 135; 53g;
f75; 157; 89g; f70; 153; 83g];
21 : [f84; 38; 128g; f87; 46; 141g; f97; 58; 155g; f98; 39; 124g; f85; 30; 116g;
f96; 52; 152g; f91; 48; 146g];
21 : [f105; 80; 44g; f108; 88; 57g; f118; 100; 71g; f119; 81; 40g; f106; 72; 32g;
f117; 94; 68g; f112; 90; 62g];
21 : [f126; 122; 107g; f129; 130; 120g; f139; 142; 134g; f140; 123; 103g;
f127; 114; 95g; f138; 136; 131g; f133; 132; 125g];
3 : [f0; 25; 32g]; 3: [f21; 67; 95g]; 3: [f42; 109; 158g]; 3: [f63; 151; 74g];
3 : [f84; 46; 137g]; 3: [f105; 88; 53g]; 3: [f126; 130; 116g];
3: [f21; 231; 189g]:
The slanted block f0; 147; 294g is a base block for a regular short block orbit. The
underlined base blocks are obtained in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6
as multiples of uv= 21 and the base blocks of a CRCB(21; 3; 1) in Example 1. While
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the rest of base blocks are obtained by applying a DM(7; 4; 1) to base blocks for full
block orbits (4.1) of a CRCB(63; 3; 1).
If u = 1, then the following result by Genma et al. [3] can be a corollary of
Theorem 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. If there are
(i) a CRCB(kv; k; 1) of type (T2);
(ii) a DM(w; k + 1; 1) and
(iii) a CRCB(kw; k; 1) of type (T2) such that each length of resolution orbits without
any block from its regular short block orbit is relatively prime to v;
then there exists a CRCB(kvw; k; 1) of type (T2):
In Corollary 4.4, without a regular short block orbit in each of designs (i) and (iii),
the assertion would be the same as Corollary 3.7. We refer the reader to [3,7{10] for
some examples and direct constructions for CRCB(v; k; 1) of type (T2) by which we
can produce seed designs of Corollary 4.4 (and eventually those of Corollary 3.7).
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